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This is a SAMPLE, shorter than an actual Unit 4 submission would be, to show style and typical content. 
The candidate’s name and other information are entered on the first page of the summary. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The class, normally between 16 and 24 in number, was a general class of mixed ability from beginners to 
improvers to more experienced who can no longer maintain the high standards they once were able to 
achieve.   
Recorded music was CD’s played on a PA system (Coomber) with variable speed.  Where possible RSCDS 
recordings for the dances were used as I felt that until I was more proficient in choosing the music these 
were the most suitable.   To begin with, the Ready and…. CD was used for step practice but as I became 
more confident, I chose suitable tracks using guidance from the Manual.  
Warm ups were mostly simple big circle or 2 facing 2 round the room dances using various formations and 
right hand and left hand turns etc with teaching points but in particular pointing out the sociability of 
dancing with lots of smiles.  This was followed by some gentle stretching exercises and practicing foot 
positions in waltz time. 
Cool downs were also simple stretching exercises in waltz time. 
 
RSCDS Anywhere Branch  25 January 2022  1.5 hours of teaching  7.30-9pm 
Aim of Lesson – To teach skip change of step pointing out the difference between short and long steps, 
maintaining good technique and not using the hop to travel but the length of step to do that and following 
on from last week when we did normal promenades, to teach a 3-couple promenade with cast off. 
Step Practice – Skip change of step  Music – Ready and… CD, Track 12  
Class arrangement individually in a big circle facing anti-clockwise. 
Teaching points – Hop, 3rd position   Demonstrate and repeat as necessary 
All dance 8 bars thinking about the hop at the beginning    8 bars jig 
All dance 2 long, 2 short, 2 long, 2 short     8 bars jig  
Class arrangement with a partner in promenade hold facing anticlockwise round the room (have more 
experienced dancers take newer dancers as partners) 
Teaching points – hand hold and position – comfortably above waist height, remind of TPs for steps 
All dance 8 bars skip change of step noting shorter steps required by dancer on inside       8 bars jig 
Change sides and repeat  8 bars jig 
Formation promenade for 3 couples with cast off – 8 bars of music, progression  
Teaching points as above, phrasing 
Class Arrangement – into sets of 3 (numbers permitting) 
Demonstrate, walk and dance from each position    8 bars jig 
DANCE – “EH3 7AF” from RSCDS Book 40    32 bar jig for 3 couples in a 4 couple longwise set 
Class Arrangement – 3 couple sets to practice formations then into 4 couple sets to dance 8 x through 
Walk through to count and dance formations as many times as required. 
 Formations   
1-8   lead down the middle and back, remain in the middle as 2nd & 3rd couples step in 
TPs – hand hold and position, phrasing, turning end of bar 4 to lead back up, eye contact 
 9-16   3 couple promenade with cast off, 2nd couple finishing in 1st place - progression 
TPs – as in formation practice – making use of long and short steps 
17-24 1st couple pass RSh, turn 1st corners RH, pass RSh, turn 2nd corners RH finishing 2nd pl opp side 
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TPs – eye contact, hand hold, phrasing 
25-28 1W + 3rd couple, 1M +2nd couple dance RH across 
TPs – eye contact, hands, shape 
29-32 1W up for 1/2 fig 8 through 2nd couple, 1M down for 1/2 fig 8 through 3rd couple 
TPs – timing, arriving end of bar 32 ready to begin again 
Steps:  all skip change of step, no step transitions, no stepping up or down 
Music:  Nicol McLaren, RSCDS Book 40, Track 6  - chosen as it was the correct music for the dance 
 
DANCE – “The Birks of Invermay” from RSCDS Book 16 – 32 bar strathspey for 3c in a 4c longwise set  
Class Arrangement – 3 couple sets to practice formations then into 4 couple sets to dance 8 x through 
Walk through and dance formations as many times as required. 
Step – strathspey travelling – following on from step practice last week, think about how we achieved 
different lengths of steps using the bend of our supporting leg  
Formations – 
1-4 1M+2W turn BH  TPs – hands, arms, oval shape, eye contact, circular movement 
5-7 1W+2M turn BH  TPs – as above, phrasing – only 3 bars 
8 1st,2nd+3rd couples step in L foot  
9-16 3 couple promenade   TPs – different phrasing as no cast off, different lengths of step 
17-24 1st couple cross RH, cast off 1 place, lead up, cross and cast to 2nd place 
TPs – phrasing, hand hold, waist height, eye contact 
25-32 6 hands round and back TPs - move L starting with R foot, top half of body facing in, hands up 
with the music, shoulder height, slightly bent, make and break, eye contact, change of direction 
Steps:  all strathspey travelling step so no transitions 
Stepping up: on bars 19-20 for 2nd couple 
Music:  RSCDS Scottish Dance Favourites Vol 1, Track 9 – chosen as it was the correct music for the dance 
 
DANCE – “The College Hornpipe” from RSCDS Book 20    32 bar reel for 3c in a 4c set 
Class Arrangement – 3 couples sets to practice formations and transitions then 4 couple sets to dance 8 x 
through 
Walk through and dance formations as many times as required  
1-8 6 hands round and back, all 3 couples finishing in the middle facing up in promenade hold 
TPs – all moving off to left as hands come up with the music, shoulder height, slightly bent, elbows down, 
eye contact, prepare for change of direction, think about how we are going to finish our circle but middle 
couple discreetly take charge of helping everyone into position  
9-16 3 couple promenade (no progression) 
TPs – as before 
17-24 1st couple cross RH, cast 1 place (as 2s step up), cross LH, cast round 3rd couple to meet and lead  
 up to face 1st corners 
TPs – particular attention given to phrasing as long way to go in 8 bars, hands, eye contact 
25-32 Set to corners and partner with a petronella turn to the right and clap to 2nd place own side 
TPs – back to back with partner when on diagonal line, set right and move on left to face partner, eye 
contact with partner will help get you in position, try to maintain 3rd position 
Steps: slip step, skip change of step, pas de basque 
Step transitions: slip step to skip change of step with a change of foot for all 3 couples at the end of bar 8 
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      Skip change of step to pas de basque for 1st couple at end of bar 24 
      Pas de basque to slip step with change of foot for 1st couple at end of 1st time through 
Difficulties:  as each 4th couple becomes new 3rd couple – join the circle from 4th place as 1s step down 
Stepping up: for 2nd couple on bars 19-20  
Music:  Nicol McLaren, RSCDS Book 20, Track 12 - chosen as it was the correct music for the dance 
 
Assessment of class – I was pleased with how the class progressed.  I followed my plan quite closely and 
felt everyone’s phrasing of the promenade was improved by the finish.  More experienced dancers were 
inclined to not listen or walk ahead of my count so will need to work on controlling that.   
 
Self Assessment – I am pleased with the progress I have made and am still making with my teaching.  I 
think my main strengths would be my friendliness and patience (so I am told).  Unfortunately, I still get 
nervous at times, though I am told it doesn’t show, and can easily get my confidence knocked if I make a 
mistake.  To improve my teaching I need to build my confidence as I can be intimidated a little by more 
experienced dancers and other teachers.  I also need to work on my observation skills when teaching steps 
so I can recognize faults more quickly and give the correct exercises to help them improve.  
Music wise I need to practice more with music other than Ready and… for my step practice. 
With such a mixed ability class I am finding it difficult to make sure there is something for everyone in my 
lessons.  I attend day schools, workshops and other classes where I learn so much to help develop my 
teaching.   
 
 


